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Super Mario 3D World is the missing link between 2D and 3D Mario games and is full of newer ideas than we've seen from Nintendo in some time. If you own a Wii U, you owe it to yourself to pick this up. Simplified take on 3D Mario Enough challenge for veteran players Cat Mario, Double Mario, and tons of other multiplayer power ups is
addictive and competitive Sometimes hard to properly jump the four-player camera is not always easy to use Storyline is as simple as ever The Wii U came out a whole year, but it seems that only now we are getting some games to play. Following in the footsteps of Wind Waker HD and Pikmin 3, Super Mario 3D World is Nintendo's latest
attempt to pique some interest in its next-generation competitor for the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. It's a successful move, too. Mario 3D World is a complete sequel to Super Mario 3D Land for 3DS, and is one of the best Mario games we've ever played. Back to basics The goal of 3D Land and now 3D World is to merge the exploration
of the Mario console games of the last days with the frantic fun of previous sidecrollers. Nintendo's Tokyo team (which made the Mario Galaxy titles) hopes to teach people how to enjoy 3D Mario games, while satisfying longtime fans, those who have followed the series for 25 years. Here's the general idea: Instead of a purely 3D world
with a moveable camera and stars to look for, Nintendo has the camera locked at fixed angles you can still move it, but you don't need to. It is usually at a fixed distance from Mario, which gives the game more of a 2D feel. The levels follow the old model as well, with the time limits returning to encourage players to run to the end instead of
simply hunting stars. The levels are divided into short sections connected by pipes and cannons, and they always end with that familiar mast at the end. Instead of entering a level to look for a new star mission, you enter levels and try to race to the end like classic Mario games. You can play as Mario, Luigi, Princess Peach, Toad – each
with unique abilities inspired by your appearance in Super Mario Bros. 2 – or all four if you have some friends in the room. Like Mario Bros. Wii, you and your friends can spend as much time trying to kill each other as working together. It's a delicate balance between friendly grief and sharing a team win, although whoever gets to the flag
pole first gets the most points. It's never a competition. Our only problem with multiplayer was the camera, which had trouble tracking down four people at the same time. Mario's jumping and running skills are almost unchanged. Instead of simply picking up speed, fire and smoke come from you once you start running. Most of the other
special jumps like the long lump, side spin and butt floor are still here, but can no longer make your trademark 3-stage running super jump, which is a shame. Luigi jumps higher, but moves more slowly, Peach may float for a few seconds in the of his jump, and Toad is a sprinter. Off the beaten path The overworld looks like a fusion of
Super Mario Galaxy and Super Mario Bros. 3. Like SMB3, you are fighting through kingdoms of snow, desert, cloud, lava, and others. Although the paths still open between levels and you have to beat them in order (mostly), you can also walk around the world freely and find secrets hidden there. Imagine if you could exit the lines by
connecting each level in SMB3. That's how it works here. The kingdoms of the world above follow a specific theme, but the levels themselves do not – they are just random fun, like a Mario galaxy. Of course, there were a few more levels of lava in the lava kingdom, and a few more levels of clouds in the cloud kingdom, but for the most
part, each level is its own unique treat. That's part of what prevents Super Mario 3D World from getting old. Nintendo is not afraid to break the integrity of its own game for the sake of fun. Each level is packed with new ideas and different types of challenges, from 3D puzzles (where you can't jump) with Toad, to a tribute to Mario Kart, to
various levels that can remind you of Zelda. New things come up constantly. And if you fail five times in a row, the game gives you invincibility to help you. For all the challenges you face, there are also plenty of pillows to absorb your failures so you don't get too frustrated. Better yet, most of these auxiliary hands are optional. Cats,
cherries and other powers Items and power ups add a lot to this variety. The most powerful new skill is Meneki-Neko, or Lucky Cat Mario, which allows you to climb walls (to some extent), run on all fours, and slide to enemies. The double cherry power is the new one; Grab the power-up and a Mario clone appears next to the original, with
the two moving in unison. Take another of these power-ups and a third clone appears. Add another one to a room. It is easy to control an army of Marios as they copy each other's movements, but it is very difficult to control them. Nintendo is not afraid to break the integrity of its own game for the sake of fun. More familiar power ups like
the Fire Flower, Mega Mushroom, Boomerang Cap and the Tanooki suit are also present, but you can pick up and use many temporary power ups, too. On one level we have to hold a piranha plant in pots, which would eat all the enemies we get close, and on another, there is a giant skating boot that you can jump, which looks like a
clever homage to Mario Bros. 3. You use other weird things from time to time too, like Goomba suits and Question Blocks. Veteran players, and those who like to explore, have something to do too. There are hidden collectibles in each level, including three Green Stars (much like the large gold coins from the previous game). Sometimes
these are just lying on the but it often takes some effort to find them all. While the goal is to beat all levels quickly and move on, 3D World forces you to Collect enough of these Green Stars to enter the boss castle of each kingdom. If you are dislodged, you will have to repeat some levels to get some green. It takes 130 Green Stars to
enter Bowser's final castle. The old bowser chase As usual, the reason why you want to fight Bowser is explained quickly and with little fanfare. The Mario gang has to rescue six Sprixie Princesses because Bowser trapped each of them in small bottles. It's not exactly Shakespeare, but if we stopped playing Mario because the stories were
stupid, we wouldn't have won the first game. We have one last complaint: as this game uses 3D environments and the Mario series is full of flat colors, sometimes we had difficulty hitting our jumps. Even more so than in the older 3D Mario game. This can be a product of the new approach taken with the camera; didn't break the game for
us, but it created unnecessary frustration on more than one occasion. Conclusion Although it is mainly refine and share the ideas that Nintendo created in Super Mario 3D Land, Super Mario 3D World is still full of inspired ideas. Nintendo has let new younger development teams drive and contribute to Mario in recent years and you can
feel his youthful enthusiasm when you play the game. One of the team's goals was to bring back the magic they felt when they played Super Mario Bros. 3 when they were young. We're not sure if it's there in 3D World, but this remains one of the best Super Mario games so far. This game was reviewed on a Wii U using a code provided
by Nintendo. Simplified Highs take on 3D Mario Challenge enough for veteran Players Cat Mario, Double Mario, and tons of other Multiplayer power ups is addictive and competitive Lows Sometimes hard to properly skip the four-player camera is not always easy to use The plot is as simple as ever The recommendations of the Trailer
Editors In the wake of the fall of the 1983 video game , Nintendo revitalized the home console industry with the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) and Super Mario Bros in 1985. More than three decades later, Super Mario remains the main series of the Nintendo Switch and Nintendo 3DS. This article refers to Super Mario Bros. for
the original NES, not to be confused with the 1983 arcade game Mario Bros. Super Mario Bros. it was not the first platform game, but it was by far the most successful, and established the archetype that all other games in the genre would follow. The creation of legendary game designer Shigeru Miyamoto, the concept of Super Mario
Bros. evolved from his 1981 arcade hit Donkey Kong, a single-screen platform that first introduced players to Mario (then called Jump Man). Miyamoto continued to perfect his single-screen platform designs with arcade classics Donkey Kong Junior (1982) and Popeye (1982) before give Mario his own title. O Mario Bros. 1983 featured
cooperative gameplay and featured Mario's brother Luigi, who served as the second player. While While the original occupation was considered carpenter, the brothers became plumbers fighting against malicious turtles emerging from sewer pipes. After Mario Bros., Miyamoto began working on his first console title for the Nintendo
Famicom (the Japanese version of the Nintendo Entertainment System), a Pac-Man-style maze game called Devil World (1984). Miyamoto oversaw a new developer, Takashi Tezuka, who would build Miyamoto's designs and concepts, as well as design sections of the game on his own. While Devil World was not a platform, he strongly
influenced the designs of villains in Mario games. The team's next game was the historic Super Mario Bros., with Miyamoto creating the main projects and Tezuka creating them in a reality. The title brought together elements from all of Miyamoto's previous platforms; however, instead of all the action happening on a single screen, the
brothers had a whole world to go through. Unlike the original Mario Bros, the two brothers cannot play simultaneously. Luigi remains the second character, but each level is played alone, with players shutting down between levels. The game consists of eight worlds, each divided into a series of levels, bonus rooms and boss encounters.
The objective of the game is to rescue Mario Princess Toadstool, who was kidnapped by Bowser, the King of the Koopas. His servants consist of new and familiar enemies, including: Koopa Troopas: Killer turtlesKoopa Paratroopas: Flying killer turtlesGoombas: Walking mushroom creaturesMushroom shells: Insects wearing hammer
brothers helmets: Hammer throwing koopasLakitu: Turtles Flying Scrawny S&P Spiny S& Tins: Pets with Spiked Barks of LakitusPiranha Plants: Plumber-Eating Plants That Appear from Cheep-cheep Pipes: Flying Fish Bill Bullet: Giant Bullets with EyesBlooper : Squid squid with homingPodoboo capabilities: Jumping fireballs To battle
your enemies, Mario and Luigi rely on power-ups that are hidden in brick blocks throughout the Mushroom Kingdom: Magic Mushrooms: Makes Mario grow twice his size Flower of Fire: Give Mario the power to shoot fireballsSuper Star: Makes Invincible Mario 1-Up Mushrooms : Gives Mario an extracotine life: Paste 100 for an extra life
Each level moves linearly from right to left and does not allow the player to back off. The platforms consist of earth masses, blocks, bricks, scaffolding, tubes, clouds and the seabed (on underwater levels). Each level has several hidden bonus areas, including bending tubes that allow you to skip levels. The game received such a great
reception that Nintendo began to combine Super Mario Bros. in a cartridge with Duck Hunt and grouping it with the NES to help promote sales. Millions of people would buy the NES just to play Super Mario Bros. Almost all Nintendo systems then they were released with a mario game; for example, Super Mario Odyssey was the release
title of the Nintendo Switch. Between sales as a standalone set and when packaged packaged the system, Super Mario Bros. it became the best-selling video game of all time for nearly 24 years with a total of 40,241 million NES versions sold worldwide. Wii Sports finally broke that record in 2009, having sold 60.67 million copies. Thanks
for letting us know! Tell us why! Because!
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